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TO THE HONORABLE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Commontocaltf) of itlasteadjufiettS

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the
Amendments to the Constitution, I am returning herewith
House bill no. 4335, entitled. "An Act directing the Department
of Public Works to install traffic signal lights at the
intersection of United States Highway Route 20 and Churchill
Road in the town of West Springfield."

H.4336 would require the Department of Public Works
to install and maintain traffic lights at a certain inter-
section in tne town of West Springfield.

In general. I am not convinced that specific decisions
of this sort, involving one particular situation at one
particular location and not having substantial statewide or
regional impact, are best made through the statutory process.
The enactment of a law mandating a fixed approach to such a
problem will discourage the responsible agency from searching
for a speedier, better or cheaper approach because the agency
knows that only through the time-consuming and unpredictable
procedures of legislative enactment can any adjustments in
their approach be made.

To apply the preceding statements to the situation dealt
with in H.4336, it is not clear precisely what the problem at
this location is, nor what the best way of solving that problem
would be. lam advised by both the Commissioner of Public
Works and the Governor's Highway Safety Bureau that traffic

' lights may well be an unsuitable method for protecting elderly
pedestrians at this location and that other alternatives,
including overhead ramps or median stop strips, merit serious
consideration. Neither I nor most legislators are highway
engineers, and while the eventual decision need not be made by
experts in this field, it should be made only after these experts
have analyzed this particular situation and given us' the benefit
of their advice.
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Accordingly, I am asking the Department of Public
Works, with the assistance of the Highway Safety Bureau, to
study this situation and report its conclusions to yourselves
and to me by the end of the current year. The amendment to
H.4336 that I recommend authorizes this study. This approach
does not mean that legislators will not be involved in the
decisions on this or any similar matter. lam directing the
Commissioner of Public Works to involve all concerned
legislators in the work of the Department in this case, and
I assure you that no final decision will be made without
full consultation.

I therefore recommend that H.4336 be amended as follows

by inserting, at the end of line 3 of the engrossed
bill, the following:- provided, however, that if
the department finds that the installation and
maintenance of said lights will not satisfactorily
ensure the safety of pedestrians and regulate the
flow of traffic at said location, they shall analyze
and study the situation, including any alternative
means of controlling traffic and ensuring the safety
of pedestrians, and report to the Governor and the
General Court not later than the third Wednesday
of December, 1975, the results of said analysis and
study, together with such recommendations, for
legislation or other action, as it finds necessary.
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